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We investigate the relaxation dynamics of nonequilibrium carriers in organic conductors \( \kappa-(\text{BEDT-TTF})_2\text{Cu}[\text{N(CN)}_2]X \) (\( X = \text{Br and Cl} \)) using ultrafast time-resolved optical spectroscopy. The dynamics for both salts show similar temperature dependences, which is well characterized by the carrier relaxation across the pseudogap (PG) of the magnitude \( \Delta_{\text{PG}} \approx 16 \text{ meV} \) for Br salt and 7.0 meV for Cl salt. On the other hand, only the Br salt shows an abrupt increase of the decay time at low temperature, indicating an additional decay component associated with the superconducting (SC) gap below \( T_c \). The fluence dependent dynamics at low temperature evidences the superposition of the SC component onto the PG component. These results indicate a metallic-insulating phase separation in the Br salt triggered by photoexcited nonequilibrium carriers.
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Investigations of nonequilibrium carrier dynamics in strongly correlated electron systems (SCES) have provided new insights into the underlying physics of the correlation and the interactions driving the phase transition. Time-resolved optical pump-probe technique is one of the major experimental techniques to measure such dynamics, where the nonequilibrium distributions of carriers and phonons are induced by an intense pump pulse and their relaxation is traced by a weak probe pulse after the pump pulse. Owing to the high sensitivity in the time domain, the technique allows us to resolve the electronic state stationary points and band extrema near the Fermi energy (\( E_F \)). Recently, the framework for analyzing the transient data has been elucidated for various SCES such as high-\( T_c \) superconductors (SCs) [1–3], heavy fermions [4–6], transition metal oxides [7], and other related compounds [8]. The application to organic SCES is especially interesting because of their rich variety of electronic ground states which can be tuned by (chemical and/or physical) pressure, temperature, and external fields including photoexcitation [9–13]. Since such variety of electronic ground states leads to a complexity of the transient data even within the short time, none of the previous reports have yet been successful in identifying the relaxation processes.

In this Letter, we report the relaxation dynamics of photoexcited carriers in organic molecular salts \( \kappa-(\text{BEDT-TTF})_2\text{Cu}[\text{N(CN)}_2]X \) [BEDT-TTF denotes bis-(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene and \( X \) is a counteranion] using the optical pump-probe technique. We compare the dynamics of an isostructural pair of organic salts, \( X = \text{Br} \) and Cl [Fig. 1(b)], as a function of temperature (\( T \)) and photoexcitation fluence (\( J \)). Except for the SC phase of Br salt, \( T \)-dependent dynamics for the two salts are well characterized by a carrier relaxation across the pseudogap (PG). On the other hand, only the Br salt shows an abrupt increase of the decay time when lowering \( T \) below \( T_c \), indicating an additional decay component associated with the SC phase. \( J \)-dependent dynamics at low \( T \) evidences the superposition of the SC component onto the PG component. The presence of the PG and its coexistence with SC below \( T_c \) indicate a metallic-insulating phase separation triggered by photoexcited nonequilibrium carriers.

In the experiments, transient reflectivity changes (\( \Delta R/R \), where \( \Delta R \) is the reflectivity change upon the photoexcitation) were measured on the ac plane of the single crystals of Br and Cl salts [Fig. 1(a)], which were mounted in an optical liquid-He flow cryostat. Samples were cooled slowly at a rate of \(< 1 \text{ K/ min} \). We employed a coaxially aligned two-color pump-probe technique with an on-axis lens (\( f = 50 \text{ mm} \)), allowing for the precise spatial overlap between the beams. The probe pulse was derived from a 250-kHz Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier [RegA, \( E_{\text{pg}} = 1.55 \text{ eV} \) (800 nm)] and the pump pulse was from a signal of an optical parametric amplifier [\( E_{\text{pu}} = 0.95 \text{ eV} \) (1300 nm)] pumped by the RegA. The time resolution was \(~ 75 \text{ fs} \). The effect of steady state heating is negligibly small due to the low repetition rate of the laser, which improves the precision of the \( T \) much better than the measurements using high repetition laser [14]. The fluence of the pump pulse (\( J \)) ranged from \(~ 10 \) to \(~ 400 \mu J/cm^2 \) while the probe fluence was \(~ 3 \) orders of magnitude smaller than the pump. The beam diameters of the pump and probe pulses were measured to be 40 and 30 \( \mu m \) at the sample position, respectively. Since the dielectric constants in the near-infrared region are roughly identical in each \( \kappa \)-type salt, the penetration depths were estimated from...
The on-site Coulomb repulsion \( U \) is nearly constant for various anions \( X \). On the other hand, the substitution of \( X \) changes the transfer integral \( t \) between BEDT-TTF dimers. AFM denotes antiferromagnetic. (c),(d) Density plots of \( \Delta R/R \) transients as a function of \( T \) (5–265 K with 5 K step) for Br salt (\( \mathcal{F} = 60 \, \mu\text{J/cm}^2 \)) and Cl salt (\( \mathcal{F} = 96 \, \mu\text{J/cm}^2 \)), respectively. Insets show the data obtained at low-\( T \) region with high resolution steps. (e),(f) \( \Delta R/R \) transients at selected temperatures in (c) and (d), respectively. The vertical axis with a log scale represents a pump-excited reduction (\( -\Delta R \)) of reflectivity (\( R \)).

\( \kappa \)-(BEDT-TTF)\(_2\)Br(SCN)\(_2\) [15] to be 1.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) for \( E_{\text{pu}} \) and 4.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) for \( E_{\text{pr}} \).

In Figs. 1(c)–1(f), we plot the \( T \) dependence of \( \Delta R/R \) transients for (left) Br and (right) Cl salts. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show density plots of the data, and their cross-sectional views at the selected temperatures are shown in 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. At the conditions of the \( E_{\text{pu}}/E_{\text{pr}} = 0.95/1.55 \, \text{eV} \) and the probe polarization \( E_{\text{pr}} \parallel c \), each signal shows a reduction of \( R \) (\( -\Delta R/R \)). No remarkable polarization dependence was observed in Cl salt while in Br salt the amplitude of \( \Delta R/R \) becomes small by rotating the polarization away from the \( c \) axis. A small increase of \( R \) was observed in Br salt at \( E_{\text{pr}} \parallel a \) at low temperatures. For simple comparison, we confine ourselves to the data obtained at \( E_{\text{pr}} \parallel c \), where \( \Delta R/R \) in Br salt exhibits the same signature (reduction of \( R \)) as in Cl salt.

For quantitative analysis, \( T \) dependences of the \( \Delta R/R \) amplitudes (\( \mathcal{A} \)) (a) and decay times (\( \tau \)) (b). Open and closed circles are the data of Br and Cl salts, respectively. The solid lines in (a) are fits using \( T \)-independent gap [3]. To emphasize the similarity of \( T \)-dependent \( \mathcal{A} \) between the salts, the same data are displayed as a function of \( \log T \) in the inset of (a), where the data for Br salt are reduced by 2.4. Inset of (b) shows the density plot for Br data at low \( \mathcal{F} (\mathcal{F} = 17 \, \mu\text{J/cm}^2) \).

\( \kappa \)-(BEDT-TTF)\(_2\)Cu(SCN)\(_2\) [15] to be 1.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) for \( E_{\text{pu}} \) and 4.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) for \( E_{\text{pr}} \).
which occurs at the SC transition temperature $T_c \approx 12$ K [Fig. 2(b)]. In the corresponding $T$ region, the Cl salt shows a plateau. Except for this difference, $\tau(T)$ is indistinguishable between the salts.

From its $T$ dependence, the additional increase of $\tau$ for Br salt can be assigned to the SC gap formation. The presence of the SC dynamics is also manifested by the pump fluence $F$ dependence. In Fig. 3, we summarize $F$ dependences of $\Delta R/R$ at $T = 5$ K for Br salt and $T = 10$ K for Cl salt, respectively. As shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), the relaxation time $\tau$ is strongly $F$ dependent in Br salt while only weak $F$ dependence is seen in Cl salt, each of which is consistent with the observed $T$ dependence of $\tau$. Moreover, in Fig. 3(a), the deviation from the single-exponential decay is apparent for the Br salt, indicating the presence of the SC component with a long decay time. To further clarify the component, another density plot in the inset of Fig. 2(b) shows the monotonic increase of $\Delta R/R$ at $T_c$, where the long-lived decay component emerges.

The $F$ dependence of $\mathcal{A}$ is shown in the insets of Fig. 3(c) (Br salt) and 3(d) (Cl salt). For the Br salt, we also extracted the amplitude of the slow component ($\mathcal{A}_s$, triangle) by assuming the relaxation with an infinite decay time. With increasing $F$, $\mathcal{A}$ for each component first increases linearly, and then deviates from the linear $F$ dependence. The latter is a signature of saturation and can be associated with the smearing of the gap [2]. The saturation fluence for $\mathcal{A}_s$ is much lower than that of the fast decay component, which is consistent with the restricted density of states for the SC condensation. After the saturation, the fraction of the SC component to $\Delta R/R$ becomes small as compared to the fast decay component with higher saturation value. As a result, the fast decay component becomes dominant in $\Delta R/R$ while the long-lived SC component increases $\tau$ with decreasing $T$ below $T_c$, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

We now turn to consider the relaxation dynamics of the fast decay component for Br salt that corresponds to the single decay component for Cl salt. The monotonic increases of $\mathcal{A}$ and $\tau$ with decreasing $T$, as is observed in both salts, has been ascribed to the PG nature in the context of the phonon mediated relaxation process [1,3,8], where the Kabanov model allows one to check the consistency of the process and to evaluate the magnitude of the gap. In the model, the signal amplitude $\mathcal{A}$ in the weak photoexcitation regime, which should be proportional to a photoexcited population of carriers $n_{pe}$, is given by [3]

$$n_{pe} \propto \mathcal{A}(T) = \left[1 + B \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta_{PG}}{T}\right)\right]^{-1},$$  

where $B$ is a variable constant for the fit and we assume a $T$-independent gap $\Delta_{PG}$. The weak photoexcitation condition is justified by the fact that $F$ is well below the saturation condition. The solid lines in Fig. 2(a) show the best fits to the data in each salt, where the magnitudes of the gap are found to be $\Delta_{PG} = 16$ meV for the Br salt and 7.0 meV for the Cl salt. We stress here that the $T$-dependent dynamics characterized by PG are ascribed to the fast decay component for Br salt, and at $T < T_c$ there also exists the long-lived SC component, i.e., the coexistence of SC and the PG.

We first discuss the PG component in the Cl salt. The previous optical conductivity measurements have suggested the existence of the PG in this compound, which is composed of the Hubbard bands and connected to the semiconducting nature at higher $T$ [16,17]. The optical conductivity spectra also suggested an opening of the $T$-dependent gap associated with the Mott-insulator transition when lowering $T$ below 50 K. The magnitude of the $T$-dependent gap derived from the lowest spectral weight was estimated to be on the order of 100 meV, which is much larger than $\Delta_{PG}$ obtained from our transient data. However, this difference is accounted for by the fact that the optical conductivity measurements probe the direct gap while the pump-probe measurements include the sensitivity to the indirect gap.

Next we discuss the results of Br salt: $T$-dependent dynamics characterized by PG and coexistence of SC and PG below $T_c$. For Br salt, the presence of any type of gap has not been assigned by the optical conductivity measurements, in which a Drude-like coherent peak obscures the

FIG. 3 (color online). $\Delta R/R$ transients at low $T$ excited by various $F$ for (a) Br ($T = 5$ K) and (b) Cl ($T = 10$ K) salts. (c), (d) $F$ dependences of $\tau$ (main panels) and $\mathcal{A}$ (insets). The data were obtained by fits of single-exponential functions [see in (a) and (b)]. Triangles in the inset of (c) show $\mathcal{A}$ for the long-lived component.
spectral shape around $E_F$ at low $T$ [12,16]. On the other hand, it has been observed by various measurements that a rapid cooling of Br salt gives rise to a phase separation between metal and insulator [18–20]. Such phase separation is consistent with the PG in our transient data and also with the coexistence with the SC component below $T_c$. It has also been suggested that the phase separation is due to a glasslike structural transition at $T_g \approx 80$ K [20]. In this case, the cooling rate across $T_g$ strongly affects both the metal and SC properties in Br salt. In optical pump-probe measurements, the initial pump pulse excites nonequilibrium carriers in excited states, which is virtually equivalent to an increase of the electronic temperature. The carriers immediately relax down to the states near $E_F$ via electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering, resulting in a quasiequilibrium condition of carrier and phonon populations. These processes are completed within the rise time of $\Delta R/R$, which is estimated to be $\sim 0.3$ ps [see Fig. 1(e)]. Therefore, the situation close to the rapid cooling could be realized through the nonequilibrium carrier relaxation.

Although the connection between the nonequilibrium carriers and structural transition is unclear, the structural transition itself is suggested to be governed by either the terminal ethylene groups of BEDT-TTF molecules or the polymeric anion chains $X$ [20,21]. Since our pump energy of $E_{\text{ph}} = 0.95$ eV corresponds to the intramolecular or intradimer transition, the photoexcited carriers can induce a configuration change of the BEDT-TTF molecules, leading to a photoinduced phase separation. Indeed, the specific heat measurement has revealed a reduction of $T_c$ with increasing the cooling rate, suggesting that the incomplete structural transition induces a negative pressure, which shifts the system towards the antiferromagnetic state [18]. This is evidenced by the similar trend achieved by the deuteration of Br and is consistent with our result that the deuteration of Br and is consistent with our result that the deuteration of Br and Cl, show a similar $T$ dependence, which is well characterized by the relaxation bottleneck due to the presence of the PG with $\Delta_{\text{PG}} \approx 16$ meV for the Br salt and 7.0 meV for the Cl salt. Below $T_c$ we found an additional decay component in the Br salt, which is associated with the SC phase, indicating the coexistence of the SC and PG phases. The coexistence suggests the presence of the metallic-insulating phase separation in the Br salt as a consequence of the photoexcitation.
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